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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis titled- “Yelp Rating Classification Using Connected Graph Feature Extraction and 

Feature Importance In Machine Learning Workflow” focused on Yelp’s Challenge Dataset 

Round 13, we analyze data about restaurants from Yelp, specifically the reviews, to classify 

the star-ratings of the restaurants based on the contents of the reviews. In this thesis, I focus on 

improving the ML workflow using graph algorithms: connected feature extraction and feature 

importance in classification. Graph-enhanced ML can help fill in that missing contextual 

information that is so important for better decisions. ML pipeline was build using a few 

classification algorithms and H2O AutoML: Automatic Machine Learning interface for 

automating the machine learning workflow. The results obtained reveal that connected graph 

features played an important role in enhanced machine learning workflow. H2O’s Stacked 

Ensemble best able to classify the yelp rating with use of business influential rating obtained 

from Page Rank graph algorithm. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

 

“Prediction is a very difficult art, especially when it involves the future” (Bohr) 

 

According to Frost & Sullivan, “Graphs are one of the unifying themes of computer science – 

an abstract representation that describes the organization of transportation systems, human 

interactions and telecommunication networks ” (Graph Algorithm Concepts, 2018) 

1.1 Business Problem 

The rise in E-commerce has brought a significant rise in the importance of customer reviews 

and ratings. Hundreds of review locations are available online, and huge reviews and ratings 

are available for each item. Customers have altered their way of shopping, and 70% of clients 

say they use rating filters to filter out low-rated products in their searches, according to a 

recent survey. 

It is essential for businesses that support these reviews and ratings, businesses like Google, 

Amazon and Yelp, to be able to decide effectively whether a review will be useful to other 

clients and thus offer the product more exposure! 

For example, a restaurant might receive an excellent overall evaluation, while the service 

might be rated below average due to the slow and discourteous wait staff. Pinpointing 

opinions, and the entities being referenced, would provide a finer-grained rating prediction 

classifier and a solid foundation to summarize the star rating automatically, but such a task 

becomes even more challenging when applied to a generic domain. The most challenging part 

in a machine learning model is, which feature to use to make a model more accurate. 

1.2 Research Problem 

Examining networks to predict developing interactions is a common research query for both 

fields of network science and machine learning. This research is conducted with and without 

connected graph-based features extraction, feature engineering and compare their performance 

of the classification algorithms between different features using H2O Algorithms. 

 

Research Question : Finding appropriate connected graph features and its feature importance 

in machine learning algorithms for classification. 

 

Aim : To use graph algorithms for connected graph feature extraction and its feature 

importance to enhance machine learning classification models results. 

 

Objective : To find the best-connected graph features and its feature importance to identify the 

most efficient classification model, will graph algorithms enhanced features  will prove to 

better if so, what are the factors that influence them. 

 

Hypothesis: The performance of ML model increases by using connected graph-based 

extracted feature. 



 

1.3 Scope  

• To write Python Script in Jupyter Notebook which converts streaming JSON file into 

CSV file format for data loading in Neo4j. 

• Designing the Graph Model in Neo4j using Cypher Query Language. 

• Importing the CSV and JSON file format into Neo4j. 

• Creating  and merging the nodes and relationships into Neo4j database using Cypher 

Query Language. 

• Finding the best proposed solutions for the research questions. 

• To help build a rating classification model that includes a wide range of connected 

graph features to accurately classify/predict the ratings(stars) of ‘Restaurant’ category 

in city ‘Toronto’. 

• To build H2O AutoML model. 

• Feature importance in enhancing the machine learning results. 

1.4 Limitations  

The number of graph centrality algorithms compared for this research was narrowed down to 

one, for ease of computation and comparison among different features. 

 

1.5 Dissertation Roadmap 

To create a strategic plan for implementing the dissertation project, the following roadmap is 

used. 

 
Fig 1.1 Dissertation roadmap 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



Chapter 2 – Literature Review 

The current research done for yelp rating classification is investigated to see if graph centrality 

algorithms can be used to enhance ML model results. It is a difficult task to apply various graph 

algorithms on the yelp dataset and to conclude which are the best. To better understand the 

theories, concepts, the following Books and Research journals were referred. 

 

(Cui, 2015), This paper a bunch of attention-grabbing results were found. as an example, to 

succeed in anyone within the Yelp social network, one solely desires 4.5 hops on the 

average, that verifies the classic six-degree separation theory. Users UN agency draft but one 

hundred business reviews dominate. Those insights are expected to be thought of by Yelp to 

form intelligent business choices within the future. 

 

 

(Opeke & Webb, 2015), This paper looks at the social network information to create forecasts 

approximately the activities that clients would take on the organize particularly to form 

predictions on their future audit scores. Through a ponder of the communities that exist inside 

the chart and through a few diverse similitude measurements we trust to serve one of a kind 

forecasts around a user’s future audit scores based on data made accessible through organize 

investigation. 

 

 

(Yang, Yuan, & Zhang, 2015), This paper tries to predict the rating a user will give to a 

restaurant listed on  Yelp’s Challenge Dataset. Being able to predict the rating a user assigns 

to a restaurant is important when trying to build more reliable recommendation systems on 

Yelp. We approach the problem from a social network analysis perspective by incorporating 

Yelp user-user friendship networks in our predictions, and we attempt to test if the additional 

network information enhances the accuracy of the rating predictions. 

 

This paper (Ienco, Meo, & Botta, 2008), exhibited some results in the field of document 

categorization, they also use the well-known PageRank algorithm to perform a random-walk 

through the feature space of the documents which allows to rank and finally pick those features 

that better represent the data set. When compared with previous work based on information 

gain, our method allows classifiers to obtain good accuracy especially when few features are 

retained. 

  



(Davin, 2017), An algorithm that can predict the review rating of a potential business with only 

existing information about the location and business categories would be an invaluable tool in 

making investment decisions. Utilizing the Yelp business dataset, we built a model, that can 

do as such, by classifying whether a potential business belongs to a positively-reviewed class 

(star ratings greater than or equal to 4) or a negatively reviewed class (star ratings less than 4) 

given its location in latitude and longitude and the categories the potential business belongs to. 

More specifically, we applied a feature engineering technique using Extremely Randomized 

Trees, and constructed a hybrid ensemble classifier using neural network, decision tree, and 

logistic regression. 

 

(Ouyang, Xue, & Yu, 2015), In this paper, we focus on the reviews for restaurants. We aim to 

predict the rating for a restaurant from previous information, such as the review text, the user’s 

review histories, as well as the restaurant’s statistic. We investigate the data set provided by 

Yelp Dataset Challenge round 5. In this project, we will predict the star(rating) of a review. 

Three machine learning algorithms are used, linear regression, random forest tree and latent 

factor model, combining with the sentiment analysis. After analyzed the best model for 

predicting the ratings from reviews is the random forest tree algorithm. Also, we found 

sentiment features are very useful for rating prediction. 

 

 

(Asghar, 2016), In this paper, our feature extraction methods, Latent Semantic indexing,  

unigrams ,bigrams and trigrams , were used to build sixteen different prediction, Review Rating 

Prediction as a multi-class classification problem with different machine learning algorithms 

for analysing the performance of models and choosing the best model for predicting the ratings. 

 

 

(Chenbo, et al., 2018),In this paper, we first proposed a series of new centrality indices for links 

in line graph. Then, utilizing these line graph indices, as well as a number of original graph 

indices, we designed three supervised learning methods to realize link weight prediction both 

in the networks of single layer and multiple layers, which perform much better than several 

recently proposed baseline methods. We found that the resource allocation index (RA) plays a 

more important role in the weight prediction than other topological properties, and the line 

graph indices are at least as important as the original graph indices in link weight prediction. 

In particular, the success application of our methods on Yelp layered network suggests that we 

can indeed predict the offline co-foraging behaviours of users just based on their online social 

interactions, which may open a new direction for link weight prediction algorithms, and 

meanwhile provide insights to design better restaurant recommendation systems. 

 

 

(Lu, Qu, Jiang, & Zhao, 2018), In this paper, they tried to predict if the restaurant will still open 

till 2017, they also focused on multi-level feature selection and analysed features that influence 

the most for the future success of the restaurant the result shows that yelp text features failed 

to have significant implications for the future success of the restaurant, while non-text features, 

especially business features, do have a strong correlation with future restaurant performance 

using yelp dataset from 2016. 

 

 

 



(Sakshi & Anil, 2018), The Panama Papers(Unprecedented leak of 11.5m data from the 

database of the world’s fourth biggest offshore law firm, Mossack fonseca) investigation used 

Neo4j as a key technology to find connections in leaked data. The International consortium of 

Investigative Journalists is a global network, which is used to analyze massive leaks over the 

world. This work attempts to analyze a subset of data from panama papers. The data is modelled 

as graph database using Neo4J for analysis of Panama Papers which results fraud ring over 

offshore entities. 

 

(Amy, et al., 2019), In this paper, they explain the integration Neo4j Graph Algorithms and its 

design using Twitter Troll analysis to demonstrate its advantages on large graph 

 

 

(Henni, Mezghani, & Gouin-Vallerand, 2018), This paper introduces a new method to maps 

feature on an affinity graph where the relationships between feature nodes are defined using 

data points subspace preference, using effective unsupervised feature selection method based 

on graph centrality and subspace learning called UGFS for ‘Unsupervised Graph-based Feature 

Selection’, for this purpose, by examining Google’s PageRank method originally introduced to 

rank webpages, they also show the importance of feature score then computed on the entire 

graph using a centrality measure. 

 

 

From the literature review, it is evident that the past research conducted between different 

models are concluded based on the yelp social network analysis, users friend network and most 

of the work was done on predicting the yelp rating based on review text. Many researchers 

have compared different statistical and machine learning models using a hybrid ensemble 

classifier using a neural network, decision tree, logistic regression, linear regression, random 

forest tree and latent factor model, combining with the sentiment analysis for yelp review text 

has been used. A new technique is used for connected graph-based feature extractions using 

Neo4j Graph Algorithms and feature importance to build a classification model in new 

automated machine learning pipeline by H2O called “AutoML” which is tested for this research 

as no research journals available for the same. Based on the existing research conducted in this 

field, one of the famous centrality algorithms called “The Page Rank Algorithm” was applied 

to the projected graph to extract the influence reviewers rating and using it as a feature to build 

machine learning models. 



Chapter 3 - Research Methodology and Methods 

The research was conducted using “Team Data Science Process, which is an agile, iterative 

data science methodology to deliver predictive analytics solutions and smart applications 

efficiently, this methodology provides a structure for the analysis that aids better and faster 

results.” (docs.microsoft.com, 2017) 

 

The TDSP lifecycle describes the five crucial stages: 

 

1. Business Understanding 

2. Data Acquisition and Understanding 

3. Modelling 

4. Deployment 

5. Customer Acceptance 

 

Below Fig 3.1 is the image of  Team Data Science Process lifecycle. 

 
Fig 3.1 TDSP Life Cycle 

 

Source: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/team-data-science-

process/lifecycle-modeling 

3.1 Business Understanding 

The “first and most significant phases of the scientific research is that the Business 

Understanding, this section aims at understanding the project objectives from a 

business perspective and changing this business perspective into a research 

problem definition and so an inspiration to realize these objectives is formed”. 

(docs.microsoft.com, 2017) 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/team-data-science-process/lifecycle-modeling
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/team-data-science-process/lifecycle-modeling


 

 

The research aims to use connected graph-based features from the graph data model to enhance 

machine learning workflow. To do this yelp challenge dataset round 13 has been used to predict 

the rating (stars) of a business. There is numerous feature selection, feature engineering 

techniques being used in machine learning models in the industry. The best features are selected 

based on correlation. The objective of this research is to find the best-connected graph features 

and its feature importance to identify the most efficient classification model, will graph 

algorithms enhanced features  will prove to better if so, what are the factors that influence them 

 

This study is conducted to answer the research question “Finding appropriate connected graph 

features and its feature importance in machine learning algorithms for classification.” 

 

3.1.1 Connected Feature Selection and Engineering 

The “feature extraction and selection encourages us take raw data and create a proper subset 

and format for training our machine learning models” (Needham & Holder, Grpah Algorithms 

Practical Examples in Apache Spark and Neo4j, 2019) 

 

Feature extraction “is a way to distil large volumes of data and attributes down to a set of 

representative descriptive attributes. The process derives numerical values (features) for 

distinctive characteristics or patterns in input data so that we can differentiate categories in 

other data. It is used when data is difficult for a model to analyze directly perhaps because of 

size, format, or the need for related comparisons”. (Needham & Holder, Grpah Algorithms 

Practical Examples in Apache Spark and Neo4j, 2019) 

 

Feature selection “is the process of determining the subset of extracted features that are most 

important or influential to a target goal. It is used to surface predictive importance as well as 

for efficiency. For example, if we have 20 features and 13 of them together explain 92% of 

what we need to predict, we can eliminate 7 features in our model”. (Needham & Holder, Grpah 

Algorithms Practical Examples in Apache Spark and Neo4j, 2019) 

 

 

Placing together the best mix of features can improve accuracy because it fundamentally 

influences how our models learn. Connected features are features extracted from the structure 

of the data. These “features can be obtained from graph-local queries based on parts of the 

graph surrounding a node, or graph-global queries that use graph algorithms to identify 

predictive elements within data based on relationships for connected feature extraction.” 

(Needham & Holder, Grpah Algorithms Practical Examples in Apache Spark and Neo4j, 2019). 

 

 

3.1.2 Graph Algorithm Features 

We can also use graph algorithms to find features where we know the overall structure, we are 

looking for but not the accurate pattern. As an instance, let us say we know certain types of 

community groupings are indicative of fraud. We will use community detection algorithms to 

extract connected features in our example, but centrality algorithms, like PageRank, are also 



frequently applied. Even once we have extracted connected features, we can improve our 

training by using graph algorithms like PageRank to prioritize the features with the most 

influence. (Needham & Holder, Grpah Algorithms Practical Examples in Apache Spark and 

Neo4j, 2019) 

 

Types of Graph Algorithms in Neo4j 

 

“Graph Algorithms can give insights in the graph like centralities and ranking or inherent 

clusters like communities, i.e. community-detection and graph-partitioning which are used to 

calculate metrics for graphs, nodes, or relationships” (Chapter 1. Introduction - The Neo4j 

Graph Algorithms User Guide v3.5., 2019) 

 

Four main  categories for graph algorithms in Neo4j are as follows: 

 

Centrality 

 

Centrality “is all about understanding importance of node in  a network, there are different 

types of centrality algorithms created to measure different things, such as the ability to quickly 

spread information versus bridging distinct groups”. (Needham & Holder, Graph Algorithms, 

2019)  

 

Community Detection  

 

Finding communities is a core concept of graph theory that enables a sophisticated network 

analysis. “Real-world networks exhibit substructures (often quasi-fractal) of more or less 

independent subgraphs, connectivity is used to find communities and quantify the quality of 

groupings, evaluating different types of communities within a graph can uncover structures, 

like hubs and hierarchies, and tendencies of groups to attract or repel others.” (Needham & 

Holder, Graph Algorithms, 2019).The main goal in community detection is to find how to 

group a clustered. 

 

 

Path Finding 

 

The various algorithms inside “Paths are fundamental to graph analytics and algorithms, 

finding shortest paths is probably the most common task performed with graph algorithms, the 

shortest path is the traversal route with the several hops or lowest weight, if a directed graph, 

then it’s the shortest path between two nodes as allowed by the relationship 

directions.” (Needham & Holder, Graph Algorithms, 2019). 

 

Similarity  

 

These algorithms are used to find the Similar nodes.  

 

“Jaccard Similarity coefficient is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of 

the union of two sets, which measures similarities between sets invented by Paul Jaccard.” 

(7.5.1. The Jaccard Similarity algorithm - 7.5. Similarity algorithms., 2019) 

“Cosine similarity is the dot product of the two vectors divided by the product of the two 

vectors lengths or magnitudes between two n-dimensional vectors in an n-dimensional space.” 

(7.5.2. The Cosine Similarity algorithm - 7.5. Similarity algorithms, 2019) 



Euclidean distance is “measures the distance between two points in n-dimensional space.” 

(7.5.4. The Euclidean Distance algorithm - 7.5. Similarity algorithms, 2019) 
 

Fig 3.2 Graph Algorithms 

 
Source : www.neo4j.com 

 

 

3.1.3 The PageRank Algorithm 

 

“This algorithm measured both iteratively distributing one node’s rank over its neighbours or 

by randomly traversing the graph and counting the frequency of hitting each node during these 

walks which ranks the transitive influence or connectivity of nodes it can be.” (5.1. The 

PageRank algorithm - Chapter 5. Centrality algorithms., 2019) 

 

“PageRank is applied in Google’s search results, it counts the number, and quality, of links to 

a page which determines an estimation of how important the page and it is called after Google 

co-founder Larry Page.” (5.1. The PageRank algorithm - Chapter 5. Centrality algorithms., 

2019)  

 

Below is original PageRank formula :  

 

 

 

http://www.neo4j.com/


where, 

 

• we assume that a page A has pages T1 to Tn which point to it. 

• d is a damping factor whose value can be set between 0 and 1.  

• C(A) is defined as the number of links that goes out of page A. 

 

3.2 Data acquisition and understanding 

The second phase in the Team Data Science Process (TDSP), “the goal of this phase is to 

produce a clean, high quality data set with relationship to the target variable is understood.” 

(docs.microsoft.com, 2017) 

There are mainly three tasks: 

 

• Ingest the data into the target analytic environment. 

• Explore the data to determine if the data quality is adequate to answer the question. 

• Set up a data pipeline to score new or regularly refreshed data. 

 

3.2.1 Data Set Description 

 The competition that encourages students to explore and research yelp dataset challenge about 

the yelp data (Yelp Open Dataset, 2019).The Yelp dataset challenge Round 13 contains 

information for: 

• 192,609 businesses. 

• 6,685,900 reviews. 

• 1,223,094 tips. 

• 1,637,138 users. 

•  200,000 pictures. 

The Yelp dataset challenge Round 13 includes User (i.e. registered members of Yelp), Business 

(including Category of each Business), Review written by User on Business, Tip given by User 

for general comment on Business, and others (e.g. Chekins for Hotels ). In this paper, only 

User, Business, Review, Tip and Photo data files are considered. Table 3.3 show size 

information of these four data files in JSON format 

 

 

File Name File Size 

user.json 24,27,488 KB 

business.json 1,35,039 KB 

review.json 52,22,145 KB 

tips.json 2,38,805 KB 

photo.json 25,060 KB 
Table 3.3 Yelp data files size information 

 

 

 

 

Each record in business.json includes business_id, name, address, city, state, review_count, 

stars, categories, etc 

 



 
Table 3.4 Description Of business.json 

 

 

Each record in review.json includes review_id, user_id (the user who wrote the review), 

business_id (the business reviewed by the review), stars (5- stars rating of the business), date, 

useful, funny, cool, and text. The Review fields, useful, funny, and cool, are integer scores to 

indicate usefulness and sentiment of the review  

 
Table 3.5 Description Of review.json 

 

Each record in photo.json includes photo_id, business_id(Photo of a food). 

 

Table 3.6 Description Of photo.json 

 

Each record in tip.json includes user_id, business_id, and compliment_count.Note  there is no 

tip_id given in Tip. 

 



 
Table 3.7 Description Of tip.json 

 

Each record in user.json includes user_id, name, review count, average stars, yelping since 

(i.e. when the user registered as a Yelp member), friends (a list of the user’s friends), elite (a 

list of years in which the user is an elite member), etc 

 

 
Table 3.8 Description Of user.json 

 

3.2.2 A Graph Database of Yelp Dataset 

In overall, there are two approaches to using the dataset, namely, language-centric and 

database-centric. The language-centric is to use a programming language such as Python and 

R to import the dataset to memory-resident data structures such as data-frames and use it for a 

specific application. The database-centric is to import the dataset to a database, which users 

can extract data needed for many different applications. We use database-centric to store the 



dataset, and we use language-centric to extract the data from the Neo4j database and convert 

into data-frames and use to build machine learning pipeline. 

 

There are two types of database systems, SQL (i.e. relational database) and NOSQL (Not Only 

SQL), in use today. We decide to use a graph database, a type of NOSQL, to store the dataset 

to take advantages of its explicit representation of connected data and its visual graph data 

model for a more transparent view of the data semantics. Furthermore, a graph data query 

language, based on path pattern matching, provides a powerful mean to retrieve complex graph 

patterns. Specifically, we use a popular graph database system called Neo4j. (neo4j.com, 2019) 

(Ian Robinson, 2015) to store the dataset. Neo4j graph databases support a graph data model 

called labeled property graph and a Graph Query Language (GQL) called cypher 

(https://www.opencypher.org/, n.d.). The labeled property graph as used in Neo4j is a graph 

consisting of labeled Nodes (so that each Node has a distinct label or class, which can be used 

to describe its functional role and for faster node retrieval) and named Relationships as directed 

edges connecting nodes. Nodes and Relationships have properties. Although the labeled 

property graph is required to be directed, Neo4j GQL, cypher, can navigate a path in both 

directions. As a result, a Neo4j graph can be used as directed or un-directed graph based on its 

user’s commands. 

 

3.2.3 Graph Modeling 

“Is the method in which a user specifies an arbitrary domain as a connected graph of nodes and 

relationships with properties and labels which is called as Graph data modeling.” (Data 

Modeling Concepts and Techniques | Neo4j, 2019) Cypher queries is designed to question , 

solve business and technical problems of graph data model in Neo4j. 

 

Nodes 

 

“The nodes are first entities which identity in our domain and the other unit is relationships to 

form a graph model.” (Data Modeling Concepts and Techniques | Neo4j, 2019) 
 

Fig 3.3 Graph Model – Nodes 

 

 
          Source: https://neo4j.com/developer/guide-data-modeling/ 

 

 

https://neo4j.com/developer/guide-data-modeling/


 

 

 

• Nodes are the main data elements. 

• Nodes are connected to other nodes via relationships.  

• Nodes can have one or more properties (i.e., attributes stored as key/value pairs).  

• Nodes have one or more labels that describes its role in the graph. 

 

 

 

Labels 

 

“A label is used to group nodes into sets, and it is also called as named graph” (Data Modeling 

Concepts and Techniques | Neo4j, 2019) 

 
 

Fig 3.4 Graph Model - Labels 

 
Source: https://neo4j.com/developer/guide-data-modeling/ 

 

• Labels are used to group nodes into sets  

• A node may have multiple labels  

• Labels are indexed to accelerate finding nodes in the graph  

• Native label indexes are optimized for speed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://neo4j.com/developer/guide-data-modeling/


Relationships 

 

“A relationship has a source node and a target node , it is a connection of two nodes which is 

represented by arrow.” (Data Modeling Concepts and Techniques | Neo4j, 2019)  
 

Fig 3.5 Graph Model - Relationships 

 
Source: https://neo4j.com/developer/guide-data-modeling/ 

 

• Relationships connect two nodes  

• Relationships are directional  

• Nodes can have multiple, even recursive relationships  

 

Properties 

 

“Are name value pairs of data that you can save on nodes or on its relationships that are called 

properties and allow to store essential data about the node or relationship with the described 

entity.” (Data Modeling Concepts and Techniques | Neo4j, 2019) 

 

• Properties can be indexed and constrained. 

• Composite indexes can be created from multiple properties. 
 

Fig 3.6 Graph Model - Properties 

 
Source: https://neo4j.com/developer/guide-data-modeling/ 

 

https://neo4j.com/developer/guide-data-modeling/
https://neo4j.com/developer/guide-data-modeling/


For importing the whole yelp data into Neo4j Database , first I converted the yelp JSON file 

into CSV for faster loading into Neo4j.  I also imported the dataset to a Neo4j graph database 

using the APOC library  and scripts taken from Neo4j Graph Algorithm library user guide 

(Chapter 3. The Yelp example, n.d.) with some modifications. 

 

I have loaded the data using python scripts using Neo4j blot driver clients called “neo4j.v1” to 

connect and query the database. 

 

 
 

It almost took me 35 – 40 mins to load 5 JSON file with system configuration of 16 GB memory 

with i5 CPU @ 2.3Ghz. 

 

3.2.4 Architecture and Design 

 

Fig 3.7 Yelp Process Flow 

 

Above Fig 3.7 is the process of design flow of loading and implementing Yelp data. 

 

 

 

 

 



Fig 3.8 Neo4j Process Flow 

 

Above Fig 3.8 is the process flow in Neo4j 

 

 

 

3.2.5 Installing Neo4j 

Neo4j Desktop is an easy way for developers to work with local Neo4j databases. Neo4j 

Desktop can be downloaded from Neo4j 

website(https://neo4j.com/download/?ref=product).The Graph Algorithms and APOC libraries 

can be installed as plugins after you install and launch the Neo4j Desktop. Create a project and 

select it from left hand pane. Then click Manage on the database where you want to install the 

plugins. On the Plugins tab, you’ll see options for several plug-ins. Click the Install button for 

Graph Algorithms and APOC. 

 

Fig 

3.9 Neo4j graph algorithms and APOC library 

3.2.6 Neo4j Configuration  

Below Fig 3.14  shows the neo4j config file changes before loading yelp data. 

 

• apoc.import.file.enabled=true 

https://neo4j.com/download/?ref=product


• dbms.memory.heap.initial_size=512m 

• dbms.memory.heap.max_size=14G 

 

Fig 3.10 Neo4j Configuration 

 

Creating constraints in Neo4j 

 

Above cypher query CREATE CONSTRAINT  into database.  

Importing Nodes and Relationship in Neo4j 

 



Above cypher  query load yelp business.json file using apoc.load.json procedure using 

apoc.periodic.iterate with batch size of 10000. Above query also makes relationship between 

Business and Category with relation name as “ IN_CATEGORY ” using MERGE. 

 

 
 

Above cypher query load yelp tip.json file using apoc.load.json procedure using 

apoc.periodic.iterate with batch size of 20000. Above query also makes relationship between 

User and Business with relation name as “ TIP ” using MERGE. 

 

 

Above cypher  query load yelp photo.json file using apoc.load.json procedure using 

apoc.periodic.iterate with batch size of 20000. Above query also makes relationship between 

Photo and Business with relation name as “ HAS_PHOTO ” using MERGE. 

 

 

 
Above cypher  query load yelp review.json file using apoc.load.json procedure using 

apoc.periodic.iterate with batch size of 10000. Above query also makes 2 relationships between 

User, Review and Review, Business with relation name as “ WROTE ” and “ REVIEWS” 

respectively using MERGE. 

 



 
Above cypher  query load yelp user.json file using apoc.load.json procedure using 

apoc.periodic.iterate with batch size of 100. Above query also makes relationship between User 

and User with relation name as “ FRIEND” and using MERGE. 

 

3.2.7 Yelp Graph Data Model 

In Fig 3.11, graph data model, the nodes are represented by circle and relationship between the 

two or more nodes are represented by arrows. Business, User, Review, Category, Photo, City 

and State are the nodes and the relationships are REVIEWS, TIP, HAS_PHOTO , 

IN_CATEGORY, WROTE, FRIEND, IN_CITY and IN_AREA. 

 

 
Fig 3.11 Yelp Graph Data Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.3 Modeling 

Third phase in the Team Data Science Process (TDSP), “modeling is where the machine 

learning finally comes into your data science project, the goal is to create a machine-learning 

model that is suitable for production that discover the best data features for the machine-

learning model.” (docs.microsoft.com, 2017) 

In  this research, I want to predict the yelp star ratings a good or bad (true or false) for 

“Restaurant”. So this is classic case of classification. 

 

Types of classification algorithms in Machine Learning 

Classification is a supervised learning approach in machine learning and statistics, “the 

objective of a classification model is to predict a target variable that is binary or categorical 

when a set of input variables are given” (Data Science Concepts and Practice, Second Edition, 

2019). 

3.3.1 Decision Trees 

Decision trees (also known as classification trees) are probably “one of the most intuitive and 

frequently used data science techniques, classification trees, as the name implies, are used to 

separate a dataset into classes belonging to the response variable. Usually the response variable 

has two classes: Yes or No (1 or 0)” (Data Science Concepts and Practice Second Edition, 

2019). 

 

Regression trees (Brieman, 1984) are similar in function to classification trees and are used for 

numeric prediction problems, when the response variable is numeric or continuous. 
Fig 3.12  Decision Tree 

 
Source: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/tree.html 

If there are “T events with equal probability of occurrence P, then T = 1/P. Claude Shannon, 

who developed the mathematical underpinnings for information theory (Shannon, 1948), 

defined entropy as log2(1/p) or 2 log2p where p is the probability of an event occurring”. (Data 

Science Concepts and Practice Second Edition, 2019) . Thus entropy, H is as follows:  

 

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/tree.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/auto_examples/tree/plot_tree_regression.html


 
where k 5 1, 2, 3, ..., m represents the m classes of the target variable. pk represents the 

proportion of samples that belong to class k. 

3.3.2 Random Forest 

Random forests or random decision forests are an ensemble learning method for classification, 

regression and other tasks, “when deciding on splitting each node in a decision tree, the random 

forest only considers a random subset of the attributes in the training set to reduce the 

generalization error, the algorithm is randomized in two levels, training record selection and 

attribute selection, in the inner working of each base classifier” (Data Science Concepts and 

Practice Second Edition , 2019). 

 

If “there are ‘n’ training records with ‘m’ attributes, and k number of trees in the forest, then 

for each tree: 

 

• An n-size random sample is selected with replacement.  

• A number D is selected, where D{m. D determines the number of attributes to be 

considered for node splitting.  

• A decision tree is started. For each node, instead of considering all m attributes for the best 

split, a random number of D attributes are considered. This step is repeated for every node.  

• As in any ensemble, the greater the diversity of the base trees, the lower the error of the 

ensemble ” (Data Science Concepts and Practice Second Edition , 2019) 
 

Fig 3.13 Random Forest 

 

 

3.3.3 Artificial Neural Network 

The objective of a supervised learner is to model the relationship between input and output 

variables. “The neural network technique approaches this problem by developing a functional 

relationship between input and output variables by mimicking the architecture of the biological 

process of a neuron, although the developers of this technique have used many biological terms 

to explain the inner workings of neural network modeling process, it has a simple mathematical 



foundation considering the linear model” (Data Science Concepts and Practice Second Edition, 

2019) 

 

 
 

where “Y is the calculated output and X1, X2, and X3 are input attributes. 1 is the intercept 

and 2, 3, and 4 are the scaling factors or coefficients for the input attributes X1, X2, and X3, 

respectively in this topology, X1 is the input value and passes through a node, denoted by a 

circle then the value of X1 is multiplied by its weight, which is 2, as noted in the connector 

similarly, all other attributes (X2 and X3) go through a node and scaling transformation the last 

node is a special case with no input variable; it just has the intercept finally, the values from all 

the connectors are summarized in an output node that yields the predicted output Y”. (Data 

Science Concepts and Practice Second Edition, 2019) 

 
Fig 3.14 Artificial Neural Network 

 
 

The “ANN is a computational and mathematical model inspired by the biological nervous 

system hence, some of the terms used in an ANN are borrowed from biological counterparts” 

(Data Science Concepts and Practice Second Edition, 2019). 

  

In “neural network terminology, nodes are called units the first layer of nodes closest to the 

input is called the input layer or input nodes, the last layer of nodes is called the output layer 

or output nodes.” (Data Science Concepts and Practice Second Edition, 2019).”Together with 

the aggregation and transfer function, the output layer performs an activation function, this 

simple two-layer topology, as shown in Fig. 4.38, with one input and one output layer is called 

a perceptron.” (Data Science Concepts and Practice Second Edition, 2019) 

 

3.3.4 H20 AutoML – Automatic Machine Learning 

“The need for machine learning specialists has outpaced the supply, despite many of people 

joining this field there have been significant strides in the growth of user-friendly machine 

learning software that can be used by non-experts.” (AutoML: Automatic Machine Learning 

— H2O 3.26.0.3 documentation., 2019)  

 

 



 
Fig 3.15 H20 AutoML Workflow 

 

 

H2O Architecture 

 

The “REST API client of the H2O cluster is used to control H2O cluster from H2O package 

for python users” (H2O Architecture — H2O 3.22.1.3 documentation., 2019) 

NOTE: Python and R architecture is same 

 

Reading data from HDFS into a distributed H2O Frame with the help of python scripts as 

follows: 

 
Step 1: The importFile function is called my Python user 

Fig 3.16 Python User 

 
Source:http://h2o-release.s3.amazonaws.com/h2o/rel-xu/3/docs-website/h2o-

docs/architecture.html 

 

Step 2: The data is read into cluster using Python client 

Control flow is shown in thin arrow 
 

Fig 3.17 Python API Calls to HFDS Cluster 

 
Source:http://h2o-release.s3.amazonaws.com/h2o/rel-xu/3/docs-website/h2o-

docs/architecture.html 

 

http://h2o-release.s3.amazonaws.com/h2o/rel-xu/3/docs-website/h2o-docs/architecture.html
http://h2o-release.s3.amazonaws.com/h2o/rel-xu/3/docs-website/h2o-docs/architecture.html
http://h2o-release.s3.amazonaws.com/h2o/rel-xu/3/docs-website/h2o-docs/architecture.html
http://h2o-release.s3.amazonaws.com/h2o/rel-xu/3/docs-website/h2o-docs/architecture.html


Step 3: HDFS returns the data into a distributed H2O Frame 

The thick arrows show HDFS returns the data and the distributed H2O frame cluster memory 

has blocks of data. 
 

 

 

 

Fig 3.18 API Calls from HDFS to H2OFrame 

 
Source:http://h2o-release.s3.amazonaws.com/h2o/rel-xu/3/docs-website/h2o-

docs/architecture.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4. Deployment  

 

Deploy models with “a data pipeline to a production or production-like environment for final 

user acceptance, the main task is Operationalize the model: Deploy the model and pipeline to 

a production or production-like environment for application consumption.” 

(docs.microsoft.com, 2017) 

Under this phase, all the artifact carried out for this research were deployed on my local 

machine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://h2o-release.s3.amazonaws.com/h2o/rel-xu/3/docs-website/h2o-docs/architecture.html
http://h2o-release.s3.amazonaws.com/h2o/rel-xu/3/docs-website/h2o-docs/architecture.html


 

 

3.4.1 MOJO Scoring  

 

A MOJO (Model Object, Optimized) is an alternative to H2O’s POJO. As with POJOs, H2O 

allows you to convert models that you build to MOJOs, which can then be deployed for scoring 

in real time. MOJOs are supported for AutoML, Deep Learning, DRF, GBM, GLM, GLRM, 

K-Means, Stacked Ensembles, SVM, Word2vec, and XGBoost models. At large scale, new 

models are roughly 20-25 times smaller in disk space, 2-3 times faster during “hot” scoring 

(after JVM is able to optimize the typical execution paths), and 10-40 times faster in “cold” 

scoring (when JVM doesn’t know yet know the execution paths) compared to POJOs. The 

efficiency gains are larger the bigger the size of the model. 

In this research I have not deployed the model for prediction , but we can use the MOJO scoring 

pipeline to build application. 

 

3.4.2  POJO Scoring  

 
H2O allows you to convert the models you have built to a Plain Old Java Object (POJO), which 

can then be easily deployed within your Java app and scheduled to run on a specified dataset. 

 

POJOs allow users to build a model using H2O and then deploy the model to score in real-

time, using the POJO model or a REST API call to a scoring server. 

 

The only compilation and runtime dependency for a generated model is the h2o-

genmodel.jar file produced as the build output of these packages. This file is a library that 

supports scoring, and it contains the base classes from which the POJO is derived from.  

 

 

3.5. Customer acceptance 

 

The goal of this phase is “to finalize the project deliverables: confirm that the pipeline, the 

model, and their deployment in a production environment satisfy the customer's objectives.” 

(docs.microsoft.com, 2017).  

There are two main tasks: 

 

“System validation: Confirm that the deployed model and pipeline meet the customer's 

needs.” (docs.microsoft.com, 2017) 

 

 “Project hand-off: Hand the project off to the entity that's going to run the system in 

production.” (docs.microsoft.com, 2017) 

In this research I did show the artifacts to supervisor  ‘Ms. Terri Hoare’. 



Chapter 4 - Data Analysis 

To identify the most efficient graph feature(feature importance) which improves the machine 

learning results, the finding of the research will be presented by following a road map 

mentioned below: 

 

4.1 Exploratory Data Analysis : 

• Yelp dataset overview. 

• Database storage size. 

• Graph based feature extraction and Data cleansing. 

 

 

4.2 Model Results : 

• Machine learning classification without graph features. 

• Machine learning classification with graph-based  feature engineering using H2O 

AutoML. 

• Feature Importance in H20 AutoML. 

 

4.1 Exploratory Data Analysis 

EDA is conducted on Yelp Challenge Dataset Round 13 to check if data is imported correctly 

and to find the main characteristics of data through cypher projection on yelp graph model. 

 

Yelp Overview 

 

1. Below cypher shows is the count of labels in neo4j database. 

 

 
 

2. Below Fig 4.1, is the visual representation of the cardinalities, with bar chart using log 

scale. 

 



 
Fig 4.1 Number of nodes for each label category 

 

 

3. Below cypher, shows the count of relationships of each node type in neo4j database 

 

 
 

 

4. Below Fig 4.2, is the visual representation of the relationship type cardinalities, with bar 

chart using log scale. 

 



 
Fig 4.2  Number of relationships by relationship type 

 

5. Below Cypher, category wise total number of business and reviews 

 

 
As we can see there are many categories in Yelp dataset, for this research I only consider 

“Restaurant” category which has ‘59371’ business and ‘4201684’ reviews, but for this research 

we are working on all the restaurant in City “Toronto”. 

 

As I am working on “Restaurant” category, need to import more features/property into Neo4j 

database. 

 



 

 

Above cypher query imports delivery, goodForGroups, priceRange, goodForKids, takeout and 

reservations features/property related to “Restaurant” from business.json  into Neo4j database. 

 

 

 

Database Storage Size 

:sysinfo in Neo4j Browser get the database information. 

 

 

Yelp database size is 18.01 GB 

 

 

Feature Extraction and Data Cleaning 

Total 24 features with 376585 rows of data is extracted from neo4j database out of which one 

feature “stars” is our target variable for prediction. 

 



 

Graph based  feature engineering features  

 

size((user)-[:FRIEND]->()) AS userFriends, gives total number of Users Friend in users friends 

network in a category “Restaurants” and City “ Toronto”. 

 

size((user)-[:WROTE]->()) AS numberOfReviews, gives total number of Reviews written by 

a User in a category “Restaurants” and City “ Toronto”. 

 

size((user)-[:TIP]->(business)) AS numberOfUserTips, gives total number of Tips given to a 

Business by a User  in a category “Restaurants” and City “ Toronto”. 

 

size((business)-[:HAS_PHOTO]->()) AS numberOfPhotos, gives total number of photos in a 

Business in a category “Restaurants” and City “ Toronto”. 

 

size((business)<-[:TIP]-()) AS numberOfTips, gives total number of Tips given to business in 

a category “Restaurants” and City “ Toronto”. 

 

 

 

Non-Graph Features  

 

Features from Business node like reviews_count, business_is_open, business_latitude, 

business_longitude, priceRange, delivery, goodForGroups, takeOut, reservations, 

goodForKids. 

 

Feature from User node like aveUserStars. 

Features from Review Node such as useful, funny and cool. 



 

Target Variable  

Here, I have extracted the target feature “stars” as Good and Bad for classification 

CASE WHEN review.stars > 3 THEN "true" ELSE "false" END as stars. 

 

 

Data Cleaning 

 

We could see NaN and True and False values for some features in the extracted dataset,  

 

 
 

Replacing NaN with ‘0’, True with ‘1’ and False with ‘0’ 

 

 
 

Imbalanced Target Class 

Below are the target class “stars” which is imbalanced, we need to balance the class. 

 

Fig 4.3 Balanced Stars Class 



Undersampling 

Below code undersample pf the majority classes.   

 

Shape of the data after undersampling. 

 

 

4.2 Model Results 

 

Machine Learning Pipeline without using Graphy Features 

The aim of this research is to find out the features which helps to improve the model accuracy. 

In this section we will see how the ML model is working with features extracted from the yelp 

data set. 

 

 

Decision Tree Classifier 

 

Fitting the train data into Decision Tree Classifier and scoring on test data. 

 

 

 

 

Accuracy – 0.613 which means our model is. 61.30 % accurate without max_depth and 

pruning. 

 

Accuracy = TP+TN/TP+FP+FN+TN 

 

Precision – 0.613  

 

Precision = TP/TP+FP 

 

Recall- 0.613. 

 

Recall = TP/TP+FN 

 



Random Forest Classifier  

 

 

 

 

Above is model Accuracy, Precison and Recall with the number of trees in the forest is “30”, 

maximum depth of the tree is “5” and random state is equal to “1”. 
Artifical Neural Network 

 

 

 

Above is model Accuracy, Precison and Recall  with Logistic activiation function with three 

“100” hidden_layer.  

 

 

Machine Learning Pipeline with Graphy Features 

The aim of this research is to find out the features which helps to improve the model accuracy. 

In this section we will see how the ML model is working with graphy features extracted from 

the yelp data set. 

 

 

Connected Feature Extraction   

 

Context for Accuracy: Graphs add highly predictive features (relationships) to machine 

learning models which usually rely on vectors, matrices, and tensors built from tables. Neo4j 

methods for connected feature extraction include: 

• Engineered features (labelled and inferred relationships) 

• Graph algorithms (e.g. centrality and community detection) 

 

Below projected cypher query will extract data for users previous rating given to “Restaurant” 

in City “Toronto”. 

 



 

 

Merging into data frame 

 

 

Finding influential restaurant reviewers 

Running the PageRank algorithm over the projected graph to get most influential reviewers 

rating  on yelp and extracting the feature for our ML pipeline. 

 

 
 

Above is Cypher Projection to get User Page Rank 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PageRank result  

 

 
 

 

 

Table  4.1  Descriptions of the Cypher Projection 

 

 
Source : https://neo4j.com/docs/graph-algorithms/current/algorithms/page-rank/ 

 

 

Distribution of PageRank values 

 

In below results we can see that 50% of our users have a score under 0.15, which is the value 

that they are initialized with by the PageRank algorithm. It seems like this data reflects a power-

law distribution with a few very influential reviewers 

 
 

Now, running the cypher to get the more infuential rating based on Page Rank and mergeing 

the ‘aveInfluentialRating’ into data frame. 

https://neo4j.com/docs/graph-algorithms/current/algorithms/page-rank/


 

 

Below is the aveInfluentialRating. 

 

 

Decision Tree Classifier Using Graph Features  

Accuracy is increases after added the connected graph features with accurate with max_depth 

of “ 10”and pruning is “true”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Random Forest Classifier  

 

Below is model Accuracy, Precison and Recall with the number of trees in the forest is “29”, 

maximum depth of the tree is “7” and random state is equal to “1”. 
 

 

 

H20 AutoML – Automatic Machine Learning Output 

 

The “AutoML object includes a leaderboard of models that were trained in the process, 

including the 5-fold cross-validated model performance” (AutoML: Automatic Machine 

Learning — H2O 3.26.0.3 documentation., 219)  

 

 

StackedEnsemble_AllModels is the best model given my H20 AutoML with AUC of 0.760. 

 



Chapter 5 - Discussion 

On conducting the Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) on the yelp data set, it  

revels that “Restaurant” category which has ‘59371’ business and ‘4201684’ reviews, that 

means total 24 features were extracted from neo4j database with '376585' rows of data for stars 

rating classification. 

5.1 Model Results  

Comparing all the H2O AutoML models performed with graph-based features and its feature 

importance in improving  the machine learning results  

 

H2O Flow  

H2O Flow is an open-source user interface for H2O. It is a web-based interactive environment 

that allows you to combine code execution, text, mathematics, plots, and rich media in a single 

document. 

 

1. H2O Generalized Linear Modeling(GLM) 

 

ROC Validation Curve 

 

A ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) Curve is a graph that represents the ratio of true 

positives to false positives. The lower-left side of the graph represents less tolerance for false 

positives while the upper-right represents more tolerance for false positives. 

AUC – 0.741840 

                                      Fig 5.1  ROC curve – GLM Validation Matrix 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Standardized Coefficient Magnitudes 

 

Bar chart representing the relationship of a specific feature to the response variable. 

Coefficients can be positive (orange) or negative (blue). A positive coefficient indicates a 

positive relationship between the feature and the response, where an increase in the feature 

corresponds with an increase in the response, while a negative coefficient represents a negative 

relationship between the feature and the response where an increase in the feature corresponds 

with a decrease in the response (or vice versa). From the below fig 5.2 we can interpret that 

graph-based features like userFriends and numberOfReviews after positive relationship with 

response variable “stars” 
Fig 5.2  GLM Standardised Coefficient magnitudes 

 

 

Confusion Matrix 

 CM (Confusion Matrix) depicting performance of algorithm in terms of false positives, false 

negatives, true positives, and true negatives. The actual results display in the columns and the 

predictions display in the rows; correct predictions are highlighted in yellow. 

In the below table false is predicted corretcly’8144’ times, while true is predicted correctly 

‘46013’ 
 

 

Table 5.1 GLM Confusion Matrix 

 

 

 

 



2. H2O Distributed Random Forest (DRF) 

 

 

ROC Validation Curve 

 

A ROC(Receiver Operating Characteristic) Curve is a graph that represents the ratio of true 

positives to false positives. The lower-left side of the graph represents less tolerance for false 

positives while the upper-right represents more tolerance for false positives. 

AUC 0.7413      

                                            Fig 5.3  ROC curve – GLM Validation Matrix 

 

Scoring History 

 

Represents the error rate of the model as it is built. Typically, the error rate will be higher at 

the beginning (the left side of the graph) then decrease as the model building completes and 

accuracy improves. 

 

Fig 5.4 DRF Scoring History 

 



Confusion Matrix 

The actual results display in the columns and the predictions display in the rows; correct 

predictions are highlighted in yellow. 

In the below table false is predicted corretcly’8922’ times, while true is predicted correctly 

‘45418’. 
Table  5.2 .DRF Confusion Matrix 

 

 

Feature Importance 

Represents the statistical significance of each variable in the data in terms of its effect on the 

model. Variables are listed in order of most to least importance. The percentage values 

represent the percentage of importance across all variables, scaled to 100%. The method of 

computing each variable’s importance depends on the algorithm. 

Graph-based feature  ‘aveInfluentialRating’ generated with the help of Page Rank Garph 

Algorithm has highest importance.Other graph extracted features like ‘aveOtherStars’, 

’numberOfReview’, ’numberOfTips’ and ‘numberOfPhotos’ are also important features.  
 

Fig 5.5 .DRF Feature Importance 

 

 

 

 



3. H2O Deep Learning 

 

ROC Validation Curve 

A ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) Curve is a graph that represents the ratio of true 

positives to false positives. The lower-left side of the graph represents less tolerance for false 

positives while the upper-right represents more tolerance for false positives. 

AUC 0.75261  

Fig 5.6  ROC curve – Deep Learning Validation Matrix 

 

 

 

Scoring History 

 

Represents the error rate of the model as it is built. Typically, the error rate will be higher at 

the beginning (the left side of the graph) then decrease as the model building completes with 

different “epochs” and accuracy improves. 
 

Fig 5.7  Deep Learning Scoring History 

 

 

 



Feature Importance 

Represents the statistical significance of each variable in the data in terms of its effect on the 

model. Variables are listed in order of most to least importance. The percentage values 

represent the percentage of importance across all variables, scaled to 100%. The method of 

computing each variable’s importance depends on the algorithm. 

Graph-based feature  ‘aveInfluentialRating’ generated with the help of Page Rank Garph 

Algorithm has highest importance.Other graph extracted features like ‘aveOtherStars’ and 

’numberOfReview’ are also important features.  

 

Fig 5.8  Deep Learning Feature Importance   

 

4. H2O Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) 

 

ROC Validation Curve 

A ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) Curve is a graph that represents the ratio of true 

positives to false positives. The lower-left side of the graph represents less tolerance for false 

positives while the upper-right represents more tolerance for false positives. AUC 0.759 
Fig 5.9  ROC curve – GBM Validation Matrix 

 



Scoring History 

 

Represents the error rate of the model as it is built. Typically, the error rate will be higher at 

the beginning (the left side of the graph) then decrease number of tress as the model building 

completes and accuracy improves. 
 

Fig 5.10 GBM Scoring History 

 

 

 

 

Confusion Matrix 

The actual results display in the columns and the predictions display in the rows; correct 

predictions are highlighted in yellow. 

In the below table false is predicted corretcly’12262’ times, while true is predicted correctly 

‘7786’. 
Table  5.3 .GBM Confusion Matrix 

 

 

Feature Importance 

Represents the statistical significance of each variable in the data in terms of its effect on the 

model. Variables are listed in order of most to least importance. The percentage values 



represent the percentage of importance across all variables, scaled to 100%. The method of 

computing each variable’s importance depends on the algorithm. 

Graph-based feature  ‘aveInfluentialRating’ generated with the help of Page Rank Graph 

Algorithm has highest importance. 

 

Fig 5.11 GBM Feature Importance   

 

 

 



Chapter 6 - Conclusion 

 

Comparing the results with different machine learning algorithms, connected graph features 

helps to increase the machine learning workflow. As we can see, the Decision tree classifier 

without using graph features gives an Accuracy of 61.30%. On the other hand, the same 

decision tree classifier with using Page Rank graph algorithm to get the influential user rating 

and other connected graph features helps to increase the overall model performance by 6.75%. 

H20 AutoML StackedEnsemble_BestOfFamily increases the model performance by almost 

15% using all the connected graph features and non-graph features, which is a huge 

improvement over the non-graph features based machine learning model. We have also seen 

feature which was extracted to by using Page Rank Algorithms to get the most influential 

business rating was of highest importance in all H20 AutoML models like H20 AutoML 

StackedEnsemble_BestOfFamily, H2O Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM), H2O Generalized 

Linear Modeling(GLM), H2O Distributed Random Forest (DRF) and H2O Deep Learning. 

Graph databases are more adaptable than Relational databases as new connections can be added 

to graph databases without the need to rebuild the pattern once more. With such a distinction 

in the inquiry recovery time of MySQL and Neo4j, Neo4j can be utilized for business purposes 

like site interface structures and Social network. Also, Graph Analytics will help in solving 

some common data science problems and visualizing them at a much grander scale and 

abstraction. We have analyzed a Yelp dataset using Neo4j and defined a graph-based enhanced 

machine learning technique to improve the data science workflow by using connected graph 

features extraction and engineering. We also looked at using graph features and algorithms to 

enhance machine learning. 

 

Future Work 

As a future work, we can  run different similarity algorithms to find similar users rating i.e. 

The Jaccard Similarity algorithm, Cosine similarity and  Euclidean distance measures get the 

weights of each similar node and use it a graph feature. Also we run community detection 

algorithms to  find out the cluster in the data. We can also plan to pre-process Review texts, 

for example, retrieving bags of words and analyzing text sentiments. The results of this text 

processing can be inserted into the graph database linked to the review nodes. Lastly, we could 

also deploy MOJO scoring pipeline to build  a web-based application for Yelp rating 

classification. 
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Appendices 

This document will guide you through the contents of the Artifacts and the essential steps to 

execute the Python code in Jupyter notebook for dissertation project titled “Yelp Rating 

Classification Using Connected Graph Feature Extraction and Feature Importance in 

Machine Learning Workflow” 

 

Contents of the Artifacts 

 

1. Datasets 

 

Downloaded from https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge 

 

• Converting json to csv python script 

• Business.json - Importing cypher query into Neo4j 

• User.json – Importing cypher query into Neo4j   

• Review.json - Importing cypher query into Neo4j 

• Tip.json - Importing cypher query into Neo4j 

• Photo.json - Importing cypher query into Neo4j 

• City.csv – Importing cypher query into Neo4j 

 

Converting yelp json file to csv python script in yelp json to csv.py 

 

All in Yelp round 13 data loading in Neo4j cypher and python scripts in Yelp round 13  json 

and csv Import Neo4j.ipynb  

 

2. Yelp Overview Code 

 

All yelp Overview Cypher scripts in Yelp Overview.ipynb  

 

3. Models 

 

• Desecion Tree classifier  

• Random Forest classifier 

• Deep Learning 

• H2O Auto ML models implementation 

 

All Graph feature extraction and feature engineering cypher, machine learning and H2O 

AutoML model scrpits in  Yelp Machine Learning New Pipeline.ipynb 

 

H2O Auto ML results and model scoring in Yelp Graph Based Feature Machine Learning 

Pipeline.flow (NOTE: Flow file will only open in H2O Flow UI) 


